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Individual decision making under uncertainty in historical time:  

Reformalization of Shackle-Katzner decision theory 

 

My dissertation consists of three essays on non-probabilistic decision model of fundamental uncertainty in 

historical time and its application to portfolio selection and panic behavior to the change of market 

sentiment. The meaning of this work is four folds. First, uniqueness of time path in the reality is reflected 

in the way of valuation for each choice of act.  Second, the fragility of human knowledge due to the isolation 

of current decision moment is considered in constructing the domain of uncertainty measure. Third, the 

qualitative distinction between gain and loss in decision maker’s mind induces self-contradicting behavioral 

tendency between recognizing and valuating the potential loss. Fourth, due to qualitative distinction and 

the nature of historical time, the abrupt panic response in the portfolio selection can be observed in specific 

conditions.  

 

          In the first essay, “Functional representation of potential surprise ordering”, I constructed an 

axiomatic system for functional representation of ‘potential surprise’ ordering, which indicates emotional 

response of a decision maker to uncertain future. The notion of potential surprise as an alternative measure 

against probability was proposed by British economist, G.L.S. Shackle since 1940s, endorsed by some Post-

Keynesians and Austrians, and mathematically formalized by Kolmogorov-styled axiomatic system by 

Katzner in 1980s. My contribution is to provide more solid foundation of ordering relation reflecting 

intuitive and concrete response of decision maker. By this work, the potential surprise in Shacklean 

framework can be restated as a non-additive, non-distributive measure of subjective uncertainty.  

 

          In the second essay, “Qualitative difference, attractiveness, and historical time in the decision 

making”, I constructed an interpretative framework generalizing both expected utility theory and 

Shacklean framework as two branches of the sequential algorithm. On this broad perspective, I 

mathematically reformalized the existing model of fundamental uncertainty initiated by Shackle and 

Katzner, and I named it as Shacklean algorithm. In this work, I found that because of the qualitative 

separation between gain and loss in historical time, the final decision criteria eventually reduced to 

comparing pairs of opportunity cost and opportunity benefit. In this work, beyond philosophical criticism 

on probability calculus in Shackle’s original manuscripts, its technical components have been clarified with 

communicable language of modern decision theory.  

 



          In the third essay, “Portfolio selection in Shacklean algorithm (Job market paper)”, I explored 

the application of Shacklean algorithm to a concrete question of portfolio selection and panic response of 

the individual investor. As a foundational step, I explained the logic of portfolio choice between cash and 

an asset under uncertainty, and between two different assets under uncertainty. Then I generalized it to the 

case of more than two assets. This is distinguished finding to previous studies by Ford (1994), and 

Ponsonnet (1996). Based on this, I examined possible scenarios for panic adjustment in asset portfolio like 

dumping uncertain assets and switching to cash. 

 

 


